Looking to combine the excellent benefits of our EVENcor™ Memory Foam with cooling comfort? EVENcor™ Gel Memory Foam offers a cool and refreshing sleep experience for your consumers, as the gel-infused viscoelastic foam wicks heat away from the body and maintains a cooler sleeping surface. Since it also boasts the all-climate benefits of our EVENcor™ product line, including consistent, plush comfort and the ability to be compressed and shipped in any environment - even cold climates - EVENcor™ Gel enables you to more easily deliver a cool and luxurious night’s sleep to your consumers.

**Premium Cooling. Consistent Comfort.**

- Ability to fabricate consistently in all climates
- Option to compress and ship product
- Reduced returns
- Consistent, even performance

**Consumer Benefits**

- Liquid gel for a cooler sleep experience - wicks heat away from body
- Reduces foam cradling that results in heat build up
- Plush, luxurious, consistent feel in all climates
- Unbeatable comfort and support plus cooling
- Evenly distributes body weight

**Manufacturer Benefits**

Samples are 4"x4"x4" 3.0lb/ft³ density, 10 IFD, 4 CFM Airflow and placed in a 104°F oven.

**EVENcor™ Gel Memory Foam demonstrates the ability to stay cooler longer than traditional memory foam.**

We’d love to hear from you. Let’s find your solution!
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